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BOARD 

12 Meetings held 2017/18 Meetings 
Attended

PRESIDENT Chris Kelley 11/12
VICE PRESIDENT – FEMALE Chris Wood 12/12 
VICE PRESIDENT – MALE Vi Duong 7/12
SECRETARY Sharon Knights 7/12 
TREASURER Jennifer Bould 12/12
COMMITTEE Maria Darby 8/12 

Tanya Mitchell 9/12
Carol Hammond 4/5 

John Holland (Executive Officer – part term) 12/12 

OFFICERS 

PUBLIC OFFICER Marie Cunningham 

AUDITOR Terry Caldow 

MEMBERS 

 ACDC  Dragons Abreast Port Lincoln 

 Adelaide Black Dragons  Kangaroo Island Dragons 

 Adelaide Phoenix  Powerblades 

 Adelaide Sea Dragons  SA Dragons Abreast 

 Adelaide Survivors Abreast  Subsonix 

 Blade Runners  Victor Dragons 

 Blue Water Raiders  Vicki’s Pride 

 Copper Coast Battle Dragons  Waiwilta 

 Coorong Dragons  Water Warriors 

 Dragons Abreast Adelaide 

REGISTRATION NUMBERS 

AGE FEMALE MALE TOTAL 

60+: 268 71 339 

50-59: 126 58 184 

40-49: 70 29 99 

25-39: 34 18 52 

19-24: 6 6 12 

≤18: 12 14 26 

TOTALS 516 196 712 
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COMMITTEES 

Please note that Club committee members change throughout the year so the lists below may not be truly 
representative of all of the members on the respective committees. 

 Apologies to those that have been excluded. 

Racing Committee: 

 ACDC Chris Wood Carolyn Kearon Kearon

 ASA Petra Hanke Jo-Anne West

 Adelaide Phoenix Julia Johnston Sean Carey

 Adelaide Sea Dragons Sandy Pulsford Joy Fisher

 Black Dragons Camille Jardine Lyn Payne

 Blade Runners Julie Clinch 

 Blue Water Raiders Raelene Fuller 

 Copper Coast Di McDowell Sam Ashwood

 Coorong Dragons Jerry Sanders Fiona Sanders

 Dragons Abreast Adelaide Jo Hamlyn Ruth Rounsevell

 DAPL Sandra Jansen Sharon Bradbery

 KIDS Mary Alice Swan Sharon Clark

 Powerblades Andy Kelly, Peter Button Neil Parker

 SADA Liz Morallee Heather Wingard

 Subsonix Lynette Ferrari, Jan Walsh Ronnie Lane

 Victor Dragons Judy Burdon Linda Dehle

 Vicki's Pride Karen McKerlie Tania Cercone

 Waiwilta Brian Taylor Greg Bond

 Water Warriors Andres Jones, Tracey Young Dave Watts

Maintenance Committee: 

 ACDC John Holland 

 ASA 

 Adelaide Phoenix Clive Grant 

 Adelaide Sea Dragons Darryl Bockmann 

 Black Dragons Peter Bastable 

 Blade Runners Larry Tomes 

 Blue Water Raiders 

 Copper Coast 

 Coorong Dragons 

 DAPL 

 KIDS 

 Powerblades Bill Kither, Avi Kleinburd

 SADA Martin Pearson, Pat Doogue, Steve Cannon, Rick French 

 Subsonix 

 Victor Dragons 

 Vicki's Pride 

 Waiwilta 

 Water Warriors 
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High Performance: 

 ACDC Chris Wood 

 Black Dragons Vi Duong 

 Water Warriors Chris Kelley 

Facilities Committee: 

 DBSA John Holland Maria Darby 

Jennifer Bould (Alt) 

Promotion & Development (P & D) Committee: 

 DBSA Chris Wood 

 ACDC Carol Hammond 

 Blue Water Raiders Raelene Fuller 

 KIDS Mary-Alice Swan 
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT 

The Board of DBSA continues its focus on our Strategic Plan. Each aspect of the plan is 
reviewed at our monthly Board meetings. One of the six Core Business Areas is reviewed each 
time to ensure we are meeting our targets and maintaining our commitments to our members. 

As per our program agreement with the Office of Recreation and Sport I will report against our 
Strategic plan as follows. 

ADMINISTRATION 
1.1 The position of Executive Officer was filled by John Holland. He was successful in laying 

foundations for a strategic future including updating our Stakeholder Feedback Action 
Plan. Due to his appointment to the board of AusDBF he is unable to continue. The board 
then developed specifications for a Business Development Officer and this position was 
awarded to Allison Bretones. Allison will take up the position following this AGM. 

1.2 The AGM saw Tanya Mitchell and Maria Darby join the board and Vi Duong accepted a 
board invitation to join. All brought a wealth of business and sporting knowledge and 
have proved invaluable in making this another successful season. 

1.3 The Office of Recreation and Sport facilitated a review of our governance and once again 
our results were above average.  

1.4 Carol Hammond resigned from the board and a letter of appreciation for her service was 
sent.  

1.5 The board continued to review and where needed update all of its policies. It was decided 
that where AusDBF follows the policies and procedures of IDBF then we would follow 
suit. This aligns us nationally and internationally and also allowed us to reduce the 
number of policies where interests are already covered by the policies of the National 
body.  

1.6 We have now seen some significant changes to the sport in South Australia. The 
minimum age limit of paddlers has been dropped from 12yrs old to 10yrs old. The 
minimum age for Drummers and Sweeps remains 12yrs old. 
The Age Eligibility was changed to be 31st December in any given year as per AusDBF. 

1.7 In consultation with the club Presidents and Race Committee it was decided to trial 
different race categories for the 2017/18 season. All regattas prior to Christmas were to 
consist of two categories, Open Age (under 40yrs old) and Seniors (40+ yrs of age). 
After a review this format continued with the exception of one regatta where it was 
decided to trial three categories. A 55+ yrs was added to the above. The State 
Championships were run over the traditional categories of Open, Senior A, Senior B and 
Senior C.  

1.8 At the conclusion of the season a survey was sent to financial members requesting 
feedback on the race categories. The results were shared with the clubs to allow a vote 
to be taken to decide the racing to be offered for the 2018/19 season. 
The Race Committee meeting held on May 16th 2018 discussed options and each club 

was asked to vote on a range of race category options. After votes were tallied it was 

decided to offer three categories, Open Age, Senior A and Over 55yrs, for the coming 

season. 

PROMOTION AND MARKETING 

2.1  Our website is constantly reviewed to ensure that content remains current and relevant. 
With Sharon Knights, Chris Wood and Marie Cunningham we are enhancing our use of 
social media to promote the sport. 

2.2 While regular media coverage is always a challenge we continue to be supported by 
regional print. 
Due to the relentless recruiting efforts of several clubs we have had some good publicity. 
Creating particular excitement was an article written by Vicky Lamonby in the Advertiser 
in October 2017 after a Come n Try with ACDC. 

2.3 After research undertaken by Chris Wood the board approved the purchase of an 
electronic sign board to be used in the boatshed at Aquatic reserve to be used to provide 
information to members. 
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2.4 The Junior State Team (Dragonmites) continues to grow and be popular with our younger 
paddlers. 

2.5 We continue to have a banner on Port Rd to aid in the promotion of Dragon boating. 

COACHING AND OFFICIATING 
3.1 DBSA continues its commitment to providing the opportunity for members to build on 

their skills. As with previous seasons we offer courses in Level 1 coaching as well as 
training and accreditation in Sweeping. 

3.2 A Senior First aid course was run on 3rd June 2018 and we will continue to offer this each 
year as the need arises. It is planned to record accreditations on Revolutionise to ensure 
Sweeps and coaches remain up to date. 

3.3 A database will now be kept by AusDBF so that qualifications will be recognised by all 
member states. 

PARTICIPATION 
4.1 Mawson Lakes is the only body of water in the Northern suburbs suitable for Dragon 

boating and hopes were raised after an approach from Jerry Elder from the local rowing 
club. This has not progressed as yet but we remain hopeful that an event may be held 
there in the future. 

4.2 The Masters Games were successfully held in Murray Bridge with all crews reporting 
favourably on the event. Some improvements are needed in the registration process and 
that will once again be addressed with the organising committee. The 2019 Masters 
Games will be held in Port Pirie and DBSA will be encouraging participation. 

4.3 A well supported Hat Regatta was held in Wallaroo by the Copper Coast Battle Dragons 
and the event doubled as the opening of their new clubrooms. DBSA congratulates them 
on all the work that has gone in over a number of years to achieve this. 

4.4 It was sad to see the annual Corporate Challenge cancelled this year due to lack of 
entries. Discussion has been held at board level regarding bringing back the Pub 
Challenge. Ongoing. 

4.5 It was decided by the board to provide an allowance to volunteers who assist with 
corporate events. 

4.6 Tanya Mitchell and Chris Wood are spearheading a sub committee to organise an 
Amazing Race event at Goolwa this year. The event would consist of fun races both in 
and out of a Dragonboat. 

4.7 A Scout Jamboree is being held at Tailem Bend in 2019 and it is expected to attract 
11,000 participants. John Holland continues to liaise with the organisation as they wish 
to include Dragon boating as an activity. It is expected they will require 10 boats and will 
be training scout leaders as sweeps. Discussion also continues around producing a 
scouting badge for Dragon boating. 

4.8 Club of the Year nominations were sought and DBSA congratulates the Metro Club of 
the Year- Powerblades and the Regional Club of the Year- Coorong Dragons. 

4.9 This year saw DBSA bestow life membership on Steve Clinch, Julie Clinch, John Holland 
and Chris Wood. All have provided years of service to the sport and deserved to be 
recognised.    

VOLUNTEERS 
5.1 Sourcing volunteers remains a major issue and all clubs have been reminded that they 

need to provide a volunteer on race days. 
5.2 Our annual volunteers’ lunch was held on 17th June where we were able to say thank 

you to all those who helped out during the past season. 
5.3 Sharon Knights is our current Volunteer coordinator and maintains the logbooks. The 

board would like to thank Sharon for her work. 
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HIGH PERFORMANCE 
6.1 The State Team performed well at the National Championships despite low numbers. 

This was mainly due to the hard work of State Seniors Coach Julie Lister and the 
dedicated group of paddlers who supported her. The assistance of Aurora Vi Duong was 
invaluable as the team performed above expectations. 

6.2 The High Performance committee will be sending out EOI shortly for aspiring state 
coaches to take up the challenge of developing our talent in the pursuit of medals in 
Canberra 2019. 

6.3 Nominations were called for a flag bearer to represent SA at the Nationals in QLD 2018. 
This honour went to Chris Wood after years of service at the highest level.  

CONCLUSION 

After what I would describe as a baptism of fire I have come out unscathed. There were many 
challenges during my first year as DBSA President and I would expect no less. The support 
given by my fellow board members, Chris Wood, Tanya Mitchell, Jennifer Bould, Sharon 
Knights, Vi Duong and Maria Darby have allowed us to overcome obstacles while striving for an 
exciting future. My heartfelt thanks go to all of them as well as John Holland who has a 
knowledge of the sport and its machinations that will remain unsurpassed for years to come.  

Based on the feedback from the Office of Recreation and Sport Governance Review our board 
functions extremely well and I look forward to continuing on the board as we move forward.  

Chris Kelley 
President - DBSA 
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VP FEMALE – REPORTING ON HIGH PERFORMANCE PORTFOLIO 

STATE TEAM 

Change in most instances is a good thing.  However, AusDBF/QDBF’s decision to move the 
2018 AusChamps from NSW to Qld and altering the order in which the Race Program would be 
run, seriously impacted on SA’s ability to launch a good campaign in State v State. 

The number of SA Clubs choosing to attend the Qld Championships was also another factor 
which limited the availability of participants.  

Nevertheless, with the enthusiasm and leadership from the appointed Coach, Julie Lister, and 
commitment from a smaller group of committed paddlers, sweeps, drummers etc., we enjoyed 
combined training through to Christmas.   

This method of training was particularly successful in building a close-knit, supportive squad 
that consisted not only of experienced paddlers but also a new group challenging themselves 
to the next level of competitiveness. 

The State Team statistics for 2018 

 Total paddlers – 40 

Age category Total Ladies Men

Senior A 9 6 3 

Senior B 16 10 6 

Senior C 15 10 5
Totals 40 26 14
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 Club representation 

Club Total Senior A Senior B Senior C
Water Warriors 4 1 2 1
Kangaroo Island Dragons 1 1
Coorong Dragons 6 1 4 1
Adelaide Sea Dragons 5 1 4
Powerblades 10 3 3 4
Subsonix 2 2
Black Dragons 5 2 1 2
ACDC 6 2 1 3
Adelaide Survivors Abreast 1 1

For the squad that went to the AusChamps this year, it was an awesome event with many firsts, 
lots of motivation, enthusiasm and great team memories. 

The 2018 State Team campaign finished with a nail-biting Silver medal in Senior A 100m Relay 
and a Bronze in both Senior B Mixed and Senior A Open.   

If SA’s future in State v State competition is to be successful we need to field competitive crews 
in all age divisions which relies on between 150-160 trialling for State selection.   

DragonBoat SA and future State Coaches seek the support of Club Committees and Coaches 
to encourage their members, both new and experienced, local or regional, young or mature, to 
support the State v State concept.   

This opportunity exposes your Club members to the next level of competition, experience and 
passion for the sport that will benefit your Clubs. 

A very big thank you to Julie for coaching the squad, and her competency in management, 
organisational and communication skills which allowed the process to run like clockwork. 

I would also like to acknowledge DBSA’s gratitude to the competitors, Team Captains and 
supporters who went on this journey, in particular, those of you who travelled to Qld even though 
your Clubs weren’t attending.   

AUSDBF’S NATIONAL ATHLETES PATHWAY (NAP) 

In June we received a copy of AusDBF’s National Athlete Pathway Committee Charter.   

The DBSA Board has nominated Vi Duong as SA’s representative on this Committee which will 
be chaired by Rex Tindall, AusDBF’s Development Director.  

For your information below is outlined the ‘Purpose & Objectives’ of this Committee: 

PURPOSE

•  The NAPC will implement aligned programs across all states to provide equivalent 
 development opportunities for all dragon boat participants across Australia  

•  The NAPC sets out to achieve the following outcomes:  

o Development of aligned state programs at all levels of Dragon Boat participation for 

paddlers and coaches.  
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o Increase the number of paddlers, drummers and sweeps who trial for the Australian 

Auroras therefore increasing our talent pool.  

o Facilitate access to talent identification training courses in all Member States. o 

Increase the professional profile of Dragon Boats across Australia. Liaison with State 

Coaching Directors for the overall development of coaches and paddlers across 

Australia. The State Coaching Directors will be responsible for implementing the 

aligned development programs.  

Objectives  

•  The NAPC will implement programs to support:  

o Ability to select from a wider base of paddlers o Increase retention of younger 

paddlers as they transition from juniors to U24s and Premier Divisions.  

o Support access to equipment and services required to open up pathways for the 

participants feeding into the national coaching and development programs.  

o Communicate and advertise relevant initiatives across Australia that will lead to 

increase professional profile of Dragon Boat Racing across Australia. 

o Seek expert advice from the Australian Sports Commission and other national 

sporting organisations to support current national level processes.  

o Support appointed state based Coaching Directors and provide strategic programs of 

work for implementation across states supporting pathway programs. 

Christine Wood 
Vice-President Female - DBSA 
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SECRETARY & VOLUNTEERS’ REPORT

This is my second year on the board of DBSA and it is with pleasure that I submit my first 
Secretary’s report.  During the last two years I have learnt a vast amount about the workings of 
Dragon Boat within our great state and at a national level.  I have had fantastic support from my 
fellow board members and member clubs for which I am very thankful.   

ADMINISTRATION 

In taking on the role of Secretary the position had been vacant for some time and was ably 
supported by Marie Cunningham of Admin Focus.  Marie has continued to provide 
administration services to the board and is responsible for maintenance of members database 
(Revolutionise) for DBSA, Board, Presidents Forum and Race Committee Agenda’s/Minutes, 
and membership applications, renewals, clearance requests.   All other matters are the remit of 
the Secretary. 

During the past year, within the Administrative portfolio, the key areas of activity have included: 

 Attendance at Board Meetings; 

 Meeting minutes accurately transcribed and decisions recorded; 

 Outstanding actions followed up as necessary; 

 Maintenance of Board and Sub-Committee meetings calendar; 

 Agenda items called for and papers circulated in a timely manner; 

 Development and updating of DBSA website and social media; 

 Managing and expediting communications: 

 Transition of member records from Smartspace to Revolutionise; 

 Database (Revolutionise) administration and training facilitator; 

 Attendance at AUSDBF AGM; and 

 Event planning for DBSA end of season awards dinner. 

VOLUNTEERS 

This year the sourcing of volunteers has been particularly difficult, and we can certainly improve 
in this area.  I welcome suggestions as to how we can better co-ordinate going forward to ensure 
the member clubs each fulfil the requirement to provide a volunteer on race days. 

I would like to acknowledge all the volunteer’s DBSA has the pleasure of working with, they work 
tirelessly at every regatta as well as behind the scenes.  Our sport would not function without 
these volunteers, so a heartfelt thank you. 

In recognition of the work our volunteers do, DBSA held our annual volunteers’ lunch on 17 June 
2018, many thanks to Chris Wood for organising. 

Lastly but by no means least, Steve Clinch, Julie Clinch, Chris Wood and John Holland were all 
recognised for the contribution they have made to our sport and were awarded DBSA Life 
Membership this year, with presentations being made at the DBSA End of Season Dinner in 
May 2018. 

Sharon Knights
Secretary & Volunteer Co-ordinator - DBSA 
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MAINTENANCE PORTFOLIO REPORT  

My second year managing the maintenance portfolio and due to my own commitments, I was 
unable to be as thorough as I would have liked. There are jobs that are required every season 
in order to ensure the boats are ready to go as well as ramps and equipment that require 
attention. As you would expect with dragon boaters everyone was eager to help and in no time,  
we had volunteers to lend a hand.  

As the season started John Holland and I added a new hook to the bank at Aquatic so we had 
somewhere to attach the finish line. The focus then turned to fixing things that needed repair 
and trying to head off future problems. Two washing baskets were placed in the last boat on the 
stack at Aquatic so that the chains may be left attached without causing damage. 

During the course of the season we are always faced with unexpected damage. Thanks to the 
commitment of Rick French, each time a sweep oar broke he was there to fix it. 

Any problems with the power boat (and there were a few), Pat Doogue was there to lend a hand 
and ensure we were able to race again. 

Once again John Holland was there to help out following a break-in at the sailing club as well 
as repairing and replacing the coxmate systems in our race day boats. 

Later in the season the maintenance crew began making a list of ongoing jobs and when they 
should be completed. 

Due to some ongoing issues with the Drummers seats we called upon Reg Stone to lend a hand 
and adapt some of our spares to be fit for use. 

 As reported last season DBSA decided to purchase a caravan to be gutted and converted for 
use as a finish line command post.  

 While this has been going on for most of the season I am sad to say that there is still a way to 
go. Fortunately for us Sharon Knights has offered to project manage, an obvious attempt to steal 
some limelight from her husband Darcy who has done the majority of the work. It does mean 
that the project should be back on track soon. We still had ongoing works such as bearings on 
all the trailers, kindly attended to by Chris Wood.  

Overall, we have achieved a great deal with more to come. None of this could happen without 
the selfless co-operation of the maintenance representatives all of whom have contributed in 
some way this season. 

We are looking at a slightly different setup for the committee in the coming season with regular 
meetings and more control going to the clubs. I will keep everyone updated. 

Chris Kelley 
Maintenance Portfolio 
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CULTURAL PORTFOLIO REPORT 

It is with pleasure that I present this report on the Cultural Portfolio again for 2018. 

As in past years, I had the pleasure of liaising with the monks and congregation of the Buddhist 
temple at Ottaway for the blessing and dotting of the eyes ceremony at the start of the 2017/18 
racing season.  The confusion re the venue of this ceremony was brought about due to work 
being done on the River Torrens, and as a result at the last minute, was diverted back to West 
Lakes.  The monks and invited guests were very gracious in their receipt of emails at the last 
minute advising of the change in venue, although the monks did express their disappointment 
in the ceremony not being held on the River Torrens. 

It was a pleasure welcoming invited guests Mayor Gary Johansson from City of Port Adelaide 
Enfield, Mayor Angela Evans from City of Charles Sturt and Jan Sutton (Sports SA) who each 
participated in the dotting of the eyes ceremony.  David Hutton (Rowing SA) was an apology on 
this occasion.   It was also appreciated that members from DBSA, namely Chris Kelley, Tanya 
Mitchel, John Holland Jennifer Bould were also available to participate in the dotting of the eyes 
as required. 

Positive comments are always received regarding the involvement of the Buddhist community 
and various guests from organisations using West Lakes, especially when there is no rain!  This 
ceremony is now an integral component of the whole dragon boating scene at West Lakes, and 
I know the monks look forward to performing this ceremony again one year on the River Torrens.   

To have involvement of the Buddhist and Indigenous communities would, I believe, bring a truly 
united theme to the opening ceremony each year of the racing season.  To this end, I will 
continue liaising with Karl in the anticipation that the Cultural Portfolio will one year, be that, a 
true Cultural one.  

I look forward to the annual involvement of the Buddhist monks at the opening ceremony of this 
year’s racing season at West Lakes, and also to the continual communication with them in the 
future. 

Mary-Ann Holt 
Cultural Portfolio 
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JUNIOR DEVELOPMENT REPORT 

With the Australian Championships being held in Queensland and in early March it proved very 
difficult to get a normal sized State Team together and the Dragonmites decided very early in 
the year that they would not attend. They did keep training and we are hopeful of getting support 
for a crew at the nationals in Canberra in 2019.  

We currently have eighteen paddlers participating and recruitment continues to be a major focus 
for the group – there are a number of new juniors registered with clubs and we hope that they 
will be interested in joining us. 

Early in the year there was some controversy in regard to the minimum age for junior 
participation. The issue was resolved and AusDBF have revised their rules to cover junior 
participation – the new rule requires a junior to reach the minimum age of 10 years by the 31st

December in the year of competition. 

There are a number of recruitment opportunities open to us and wherever possible, our current 
squad members are always keen to assist. 

Throughout the year we had the following junior activities: 

City of Charles Sturt School Holiday Programs 
The CCS facilitates sessions with registered sports clubs for juniors during school holidays and 
we had 2 sessions in October 2017 and 2 sessions in April 2018 with total registrations of 203 
participants. Over the years we have recruited the majority of our juniors through this program 
– we do not have a great retention rate but it is still a good source of juniors. 

Western Zone School Day 
This has become a regular fixture on our calendar – we have about 6 schools from the Western 
Zone participate in a Dragon Boat day which incorporates a training session followed by some 
racing. We have around 150 youngsters participate and it is mainly directed at introducing the 
children to Dragon Boating. 

Mount Carmel College 
Mt Carmel College continues to include Dragon Boating in their PE curriculum for 4 weeks during 
October and November. There were 2 classes per week and we worked through a program of 
introduction through to racing and it gave the participants a great introduction to the sport and 
may help to stimulate future involvement. 

All of these programs would not be possible without the help of our enthusiastic volunteers – my 
heartfelt thanks to all for your contribution to the growth of our sport. 

The inclusion of juniors in a club can prove very rewarding – some seem to shy away from it for 
various reasons but from personal experience I can confirm that the benefits far outweigh any 
perceived problems. Family groups can participate together and the juniors can certainly bring 
in some fresh perspectives to the group and they certainly bring value to the crew.  

We will definitely have a junior crew competing regularly again in this coming season and I hope 
that this is just the beginning of a trend moving forward. I can only encourage other clubs to 
embrace the junior concept and I am happy to assist wherever required.  

John Holland   
DBSA Life Member 
Junior Development – DBSA 
Dragonmites Coach   
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PUBLICITY REPORT  

The Facebook page and the website were updated with photos from various events however 
Clubs are always welcome to send in their photos for uploading, especially from race days. 

A number of interviews have been conducted by Clubs and DBSA representatives on the 
Channel 44. 

Marie Cunningham 
Publicity Report 
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